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appropriate sales tax.
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intend to return an item, please notify us promptly.
6) We accept credit card orders. Please include card number, cardholder’s name and
expiration date.
If you received this catalog as a .pdf, we will be glad to send you a hard copy
upon request. If you received a hard copy, please contact us to confirm your
interest in continuing to receive our catalogs. We hope to transition to e-mail
distribution so we need e-mail addresses for everyone on our mailing list.
Sizes are approximate with the following guidelines: Folio - Larger than 8-1/2 x 11; 4to. approx. 8-1/2 x 11; 8vo., approx.
7x9; 12mo., approx. 5x7; 16mo., smaller than 5x7.

Front cover illustration: #92 – Rand McNally, Western Railway Guide for July, 1871 (Rand McNally’s
first independent publication.)

London or Gentleman's Magazine, this work did not have monthly
issues . Millburn, Martin's Magazine: "Despite its title and
publication in monthly numbers, the General Magazine was not a
straightforward periodical in the usual sense: each number had a
complex multi-part structure ..." (See library.oxfordjournals.org
/content/s5-XXVIII/3/221. extract). The two maps are of American
interest: A Map of New England and Ye Country Adjacent ...
AND A Map of the British and French Settlements in North
America ... Jolly 68 & 69.
$950.00
5) (Americana) Tousey, Frank, Frank Tousey's United States
Distance Tables, Pocket Companion and Guide. New York:
1882. 12mo. Original front wrapper, chipped and detached. Lacks
back wrapper. 110, [2] pp., last leaf detached. Otherwise sound,
but overall only good condition. Unillustrated listing of all of the
railroad lines in the country, with distances between all of the stops
shown. OCLC 35091529 (3 loc.)
$225.00

1) (Americana) Allen & Ginter, Allen & Ginter's Album of
American Editors. Richmond: c. 1890. Oblong 8vo. String-tied.
10 beautiful chromolithographic leaves, plus covers. Excellent
condition. This album represents a set of tobacco cards, fronts
only, no versos shown, depicting the editors of noteworthy
newspapers around the United States. Each card provides a portrait
of the editors over a mock front page of his newspaper, showing
both the editor's and newspaper's name. Each brightly colored page
also has a generic scene of an aspect of the newspaper business,
from a reporter covering a fire to a composing room. The subject
matter here is very unusual for this type of album which usually
confines itself to more generally approachable subjects such as
Countries of the World, Flags, Natural History, etc. While the title
identifies this as the First Series, there is no evidence that a second
series of editors was ever published.
$725.00
2) (Americana) Davison, Gideon M., The Fashionable Tour,
A Guide to Travellers through the Middle and Northern States
and the Provinces of Canada. Saratoga Springs: 1830. 12mo.
Fourth edition, enlarged and Improved. 434 pp., 8 full page plates
lithographed by Pendleton of Boston. Original ½ leather with
rubbed marbled boards. Moderate foxing throughout. An early
guide book to the northeast, with coverage of New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Massachusetts and Quebec. Howes
D143, D144, Thomson 398, OCLC 3104542.
$275.00
3) (Americana) Haynes, F. Jay, Indian Types of the North
West. New York: 1885. 12mo. Small souvenir-type booklet with 8
pages of preliminary text and photographs by F. Jay Haynes, of
Fargo Dakota Territory, of 12 native leaders. Fair condition only,
with the lower left quarter of the image of Sitting Bull missing and
adhesion damage to the images of War Eagle and Yellow Dog.
Disbound, with no back wrapper. A rare item which also has
images taken from photographs of Chief Joseph, Sitting Bull, Jr.,
Curley the Crow Scout, Squaw Jessie Iron Bull, Crow-Flies-High,
Big Medicine Man, Grey Bear, Running Deer, and Rain-in-theFace. Published by Adolph Wittemann of New York. OCLC
72444444.
$950.00
4)
(Americana) Martin, Benjamin, General Magazine of Arts
and Sciences, Containing IV. Institutes of Arithmetic ...
Volume II. London: 1755. 8vo. Volume 2 only of this unusual
publication. Original full leather, worn, with stains at bottom
corners through much of the volume. 2 folding maps, 6 single-page
plates. While it has the appearance of a periodical of the time, like

6) (Americana) Taft, J. & Watt, Geo, Dental Register of the
West. June, 1859. Volume XII, No.4. Cincinnati: 1859. 8vo.
Original printed wrappers, excellent condition. iv, [363]-458, 16
pp. One monthly issue of a very rare early American periodical
devoted to dentistry. Includes articles on treatment of various
conditions as well as publication of the proceedings of local dental
associations.
$175.00
7)
(Art) Reynst, Gerard, Signorum Veterum Icones.
Amsterdam: c.1671. Folio. Original plain vellum, hinges cracked,
partially torn along front joint. Internally generally clean with
scattered very light soiling. 112 uncolored plates of classical busts,
including the engraved title page. Published by Nicholas Visscher.
The plates are very attractive, depicting Reynst's collection of
classical statuary which had been bought in Venice in 1629 by his
brother Jan. The collation in OCLC calls for only 98 plates. A very
rare work, with no auction records found or copies currently
offered for sale. OCLC 30993560 (6 loc., 3 in France, 2 in UK,
Harvard).
$6,500.00
8) (Atlas) Bradstreet Co., Bradstreet's Pocket Atlas of the
United States. This Edition is Published for Macullar, Parker
& Co., Boston, Massachusetts. New York: 1880. 12mo. Original
full leather, gilt-stamped, bound at top edge, some light creases to
front cover. [16], 46, (i.e. 92), [5] pp. Some light wear at edges,
generally fine condition. Most rectos contain small maps of the
various states and territories at the time, in full color. There is also
a double-page map of the Atlantic Ocean showing the routes of
Cunard ships between New York and Boston and Liverpool. The
versos contain almanac-type information, with civic information,
tables of commercial statistics, population tables, postal
regulations, etc. OCLC 49448432 (4 loc.)
$275.00

9) (Atlas) Greenleaf, Jeremiah, Universal Atlas. Brattleboro
VT: 1848. Small folio. Original ½ leather with cloth, morocco
label on front. Front hinge broken, front blanks loose, otherwise
fine. 65 fully colored maps directly descended from David Burr's
Universal Atlas, though including scarce maps of Texas and
Wisconsin/Iowa which were not in Burr's atlases. The Texas map
is from the Republic period while the Wisconsin/Iowa map shows
only a small number of organized counties in the east of each
territory. Iowa extends north to the Canadian border. The map of
Mexico also includes Texas. Phillips (Atlas) 784 (1842 edition.)
This edition not in Rumsey, whose copy does not include the
Wisconsin/Iowa map but otherwise the same collation. $9,500.00

Masters and others whose business leads them to search out
particular Localities upon Maps”. OCLC 6577905.
$1,575.00
12) (Atlas) Northwestern Horse Nail Co., Merchants' and
Manufacturers' Mercantile Maps of the Western States and
Territories. Chicago: 1880. Oblong 12mo. Original cloth with title
stamped on front. Front hinge weak, otherwise excellent. 48 pp.
The recto of each page has a map, derived from a larger Rand
McNally map of the United States, of one or more of the states and
territories along or west of the Mississippi River. The versos of the
leaves contain ads, often illustrated, of businesses in Chicago.
Printed by Fox, Cole & Co. of Chicago. Designated 'Series 1' on
title page. OCLC 71272018 (2 locations, indicating that those were
'Series 2'.)
$350.00

10) (Atlas) Grigg, John, United States Atlas. Philadelphia: c.
1829. 12mo. Folding atlas, with 5 (of 6) folding maps, lacking the
map of the Western Territories, in original leather pocket book
with tab. Binding is well worn and rubbed, though still completely
intact. Title and maker's name are on the outside, but barely
legible. The word "Philadelphia" is clear, printed on the leather
strip through which the tab slips. The maps here, engraved by J. H.
Young, are the same as those in the American atlas published by
Hilliard, Gray, & Co., Boston, c. 1830. There are still numbers in
the top right corners which reflect their order in that atlas. The
maps are of 1) New England 2) Middle States 3) Southeastern
States 4) Southern States, and 5) The United States (to the west
coast). Lacks the map of the Western States. There is a paste-down
contents leaf inside the cover. A very scarce atlas, in a format used
for only a very small number of atlases in the 19 th century, most
notably Anthony Finley’s American Atlas of the same period.
OCLC 19136871 (1 loc., AAS)
$2,750.00
11) (Atlas) Larrance, Isaac, Larrance's Post Office Chart, and
Maps of Ten States, Showing the Locality of the Counties and
County Seats in a Moment, By Figures ... Cincinnati: 1866.
12mo. Original cloth, worn and somewhat soiled. Mild stain to title
page, otherwise very good internally. 48 pp., including 20 maps of
Midwestern states (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Nebraska). There are two
maps of each state, all printed in red and blue, one with the names
of the counties, the other with the county seats. Facing each map
are listings of the counties and county seats in each of the states.
All pages are printed with blue borders and axes with the state and
county information in red. At page 3 is a short testamonial, dated
Nov.10, 1858, from Abraham Lincoln, “Having hastily examined
Larrance’s Post Office Chart and considered the Principle upon
which it is arrange, I think it will prove a great convenience to Post

13) (Atlas) Radefeld, Carl Christian Franz, [Composite Atlas].
Hilburghausen: c. 1840. 12mo. Original full sheep, front board
nearly detached. Mildly rubbed and worn. This is a composite
world atlas with 72 small (14x19 cm.) maps. Most of the maps are
of areas in Europe, but there are general maps of the Americas,
Africa and Asia. At the back is a manuscript list of contents. There
is no title page. Most maps bear the imprint of Anstalt des Bibliographischen Institut of Hilburgshausen and New York.
$500.00
14) (Atlas) Wilcox, O. A., Commercial Map of the United
States and Index to First Hands in Boots, Shoes, Leather and
Kindred Branches. New York: c. 1880. 12mo. Original printed
cloth, very good condition with some fading and wear. The text
block is broken at one point at the back where the leaves have
pulled off the staple binding. A wonderful small combination
directory/atlas with well-executed maps of each of the states on
one side of the leaves and ads and business directory information
for the shoe and leather trade on the versos. The maps are
attributed to Wilcox Commercial Maps and are similar in style to
Rand McNally maps. Not in OCLC, but other small atlases by
Wilcox from this time period for other trades (mechanics, grocers,
etc.) are listed. Undoubtedly the maps in the other versions are the
same or very similar, but the directory information and ads are
totally different.
$350.00
15) (Bicycling) National Publishing Co., 'Good Roads' - The
Standard Road-Book of New York State. Complete Roadmaps, Showing Quality of the Roads. Boston: 1897. Tall 8vo.
Original full leather, bumped, creased and worn with a tear at the
top of spine. Title in gilt on front cover with an image of a man
riding a safety bicycle. 152 pp., including 36 double-page maps
printed in red and black. There are also many pages of ads and text
of interest to bicyclists. Covers all of New York State except for
Long Island. Two of the maps cover northern New Jersey,
depicting all of Bergen, Hudson, Passaic and Sussex counties with

parts of five others. Each map identifies “Good Roads”, “Fair
Roads”, and “Ordinary Roads.”
$225.00
16) (California) California State Mining Bureau, Mineral
Productions, County Maps and Mining Laws of California,
Bulletin No. 56. San Francisco: 1909. Oblong 8vo. Printed
wrappers, lacks back wrapper. 78, [20] pp., including 20 uncolored
maps of the counties of California. The text is mostly a
compendium of statistics related to mining production and value
for the 1900-1908 period. Presentation copy stamped by Aubury,
the state mineralogist. OCLC 6205058.
$325.00
17) (California) Commission for Settling Private Land Claims in
California, Treaty Stipulations between Mexico and the United
States. Act of Congress of March 3, 1851. Instructions of the
Department of the Interior to the Commissioners. San
Francisco: 1852. 8vo. Original unprinted green wrappers, lightly
chipped at foreedge, very light wear and soiling. 20 pp. A few
spots of foxing. Very good condition. Later ¼ library cloth
slipcase. An important early document in the post-Mexican War
relationship between the United States and Mexico. Streeter 2726:
"This is the foundation document under the terms of which all
California land claims were first adjudicated." California Imprints
362; Cowan p.375. OCLC 191282311 locates only one copy
(AAS) but a copy was also found at Yale. The Bancroft Library
has an archive of materials from this commission which may
contain this title.
$2,250.00
18) (Canada) Heriot, George, Travels through the Canadas.
London: 1805. 8vo. Later marbled boards with leather spine label.
232 pp., 4 folding plates. Some short tears along folds of plates,
otherwise very good. Lacks title page. Issued as one part of a 3part compilation of travels, with Millin and Seume's travels in
other areas. This abridged issue of Heriot preceded the separate
publication, in 4to, of Heriot's Travels. The first separate edition
was published two years later, in 1807. Lande 432.
$650.00

extreme rarity. OCLC 21346709. Murray, Bibliography of Austin
Dobson, 46.
$1,750.00
22) (Colorplate) Duke, W., Sons & Co., Governors, Coats of
Arms and Interesting Features of the States and Territories.
Durham: 1888. Oblong 8vo. Original stiff wrappers, very good
condition with one chip detached from back wrapper. 13 bright
chromolithographic plates, each with 2 or 4 reproduced cigarette
cards. The cards shows a state or territory's governor, its coat of
arms, and a nautical flag. A very rare cigarette album.
$450.00

19) (Chicago), Chicago Magazine - Volume I, Numbers 2-5.
Chicago: 1857. 8vo. Original ½ leather with cloth, worn, front
board detached. Internally fine. Numbers 2-5 only. The pages are
numbered to reflect number 1, but it is not present and there is no
indication from the binding that it was ever included in this
volume. [vi], 101-451, [9] pp., numerous uncolored portraits and
views of buildings. An early Chicago publication with a wide
range of articles, including Chicago history, politics, and other
non-Chicago literary and informational articles.
$850.00
20) (Civil War) Bachelder, John, Bachelder's Illustrated
Tourist's Guide of the United States. Bound with: Popular
Resorts and How to Reach Them ... Boston: 1873. 8vo. Original
gren cloth with title gilt on front and spine, excellent condition.
148, 84 pp., large folding map at back. The map is an uncolored
issue of Bachelder's Panorama of the Gettysburg Battlefield.
The first section of the text primarily deals with Gettysburg,
detailing many sites on the battlefield. The second describes resort
locations in the northeast, from Pennsylvania to Maine, with pieces
on Martha's Vineyard and Shelter Island.
$575.00
21) (Classics) Lang, Andrew, Specimens of Translation of
Theocritus. London: [1879]. 8vo. 38 pp. Ex-libris R. Percy Alden.
Privately printed limited edition, one of twenty copies printed for
Lang. Contemporary red morocco slipcase, some wear to
extremities. Book is in original thin parchment, generally fine
condition with one short tear to front joint. Title printed on front.
The last recorded auction record for this work was an 1898 sale for
$30 at Bangs & Co. in New York. This is that copy, with the sales
receipt, to F. W. French of Boston, laid in. A fine copy of an

23) (Colorplate) Pellerin, Book of French Colored
Engravings. Paris: c.1880. Large folio. A very large volume,
bound in original cloth, of 99 garishly hand-colored woodcuts
depicting the life and battles of Napoleon, other scenes in French
history, biblical scenes and other miscellaneous images. All are
printed on extremely thin, fragile paper and have been cornermounted on heavier paper. 12 of the 99 have significant damage,
while many others have torn corners from the adhesive used in
mounting. Extensive text below image. From 1819 to 1863, the
firm of Pellerin at Épinal produced a number of secular French
historical images by the process of wood engraving, with hand
color. It appears the firm kept the plates, for in 1912, Pellerin et
Cie issued a group of these images in a portfolio entitled Napoleon

pa l'image Populaire. The primary force behind these images was
Jean-Charles Pellerin (1756-1836), a clock maker in Épinal, who
had the idea to expand production of wood engraved religious
images to secular ones also, all for popular consumption. Pellerin's
studio originated the print industry in Épinal. Pellerin taught his
trade to Réveillé, an imperial soldier, who recorded his memories
of the campaigns. Réveillé then taught François Georgin (18011863), who continued the firm.
$6,500.00
24) (Connecticut) Sanborn Map Co., Insurance Maps of
Willimantic, Connecticut. New York: 1924. Folio. Contemporary
cloth, worn and rubbed, with leather label. Correction slips from
1938, 1948 and 1952. 26 double-page map sheets in full color, all
with paste-downs added to reflect construction after the initial
publication of the atlas. The last sheet shows Storrs and the campus
of the University of Connecticut. Ex-library, from the Insurance
Library Association of Boston
$725.00
25) (Delaware) Hopkins, G. M., City Atlas of Wilmington, Del..
Philadelphia: 1873. Small folio. Original ½ leather with giltstamped cloth. Some adhesion and spine wear, but the binding is
still quite intact. Internally excellent. 81 pp., including 20 doublepage maps. Full hand-color, keyed by building material. A scarce
atlas of Wilmington as it was rising as a manufacturing city.
LeGear L581.
$1,150.00
26) (Directory - Brooklyn) Hearne, Henry R. & William J., &
Van Nostrand,Edw., Brooklyn Alphabetical & Street Directory
and Yearly Advertiser for 1844 & 5 ... Brooklyn: 1844. Small
8vo. Original printed boards with later crude cloth spine. Overall
very good condition. 268 pp. A relatively early directory of
Brooklyn, issued without a map. Pages 246-268 are ads for
Brooklyn businesses. The first of these is for Andrew Oakes, an
undertaker who served as county coroner, with the large headline
indicating that "Lost Children" should be left at his premises.
"Colored People" are denoted with asterisks. Spear p. 634. $575.00

30) (Directory - Massachusetts) Hogan, J. H., Co., First
Resident Directory of Barnstable, Yarmouth and Dennis,
Mass. 1895. Hyannis: 1895. 8vo. Original printed boards, spine
crudely reinforced with clear tape. Ex-library, no internal stamps.
291 pp. Many ads for local businesses. There do not appear to be
any telephone numbers yet. This directory bills itself as the first
resident directory of these Cape Cod towns and it appears to be
that. There was an 1873 Barnstable County history which
contained a business directory, but not one of residents. OCLC lists
only a microform copy of this book. There are no listings for the
original.
$350.00
31) (Directory - Massachusetts) Hyde Publishing Co.,
Directory of Weston, Wayland and Lincoln. Boston: 1929. 8vo.
Original printed boards with cloth spine, excellent condition. 211
pp. Lists residents and occupations of residents of these Boston
suburbs. No phone numbers.
$100.00
32) (Directory - Massachusetts) O'Day, John T., Brookline
Directory for 1875, Containing a Brief History of the Town,
and a Complete List of the Names of the Citizens .... Boston:
1875. 8vo. Original printed boards with cloth spine, excellent
condition. [4], 120, 24, [4] pp. A fine copy of an early Brookline
directory, with many pages of ads for local businesses.
$225.00
33) (Directory - Massachusetts) Richardson, W. F., & Co., First
Resident Directory of Provincetown, Mass.. South Framingham:
1886. 8vo. First directory of Provincetown. Original printed
boards, excellent condition. 111 pp., including many pages of ads.
In the text is also a short history and description of the town,
details of local elected officials and churches, etc. A rare Cape Cod
directory.
$450.00

27) (Directory - Illinois) Babeuf, Julius, Babeuf's Directory of
Springfield, Illinois and Sangamon County, by Townships, for
the Years 1874-5. Springfield, IL: 1874. 8vo. Original printed
boards, leather spine perished, boards detached. [6], 184,[6] pp.,
one plate printed in color. Perforated library stamp on one page.
An early Springfield directory, this was the first published by
Babeuf who continued to issue them over the next 10 or more
years. The first page of directory listings provides an index of the
abbreviations used in the book, but omits the abbreviation (col.)
which is used to designate non-white residents.
$275.00
28) (Directory - Kansas) Polk, R. L., & Co., Kansas State
Gazetteer and Business Directory - 1888-9, Volume VI.
Chicago: 1888. 8vo. Original printed boards, worn, with cloth
spine, front joint gone. 1614 pp., lacking pp. 551-556, pp. 1075-76,
and 1615-1618 (?). Ads printed on edges. Thick volume which
includes both general directory information for the state and an
included business directory for Kansas City, Missouri. Despite the
wear and the several missing leaves, this is nonetheless a very
useful directory with thousands of listings and hundreds of ads.
This year's edition not listed separately in OCLC.
$275.00
29) (Directory - Massachusetts) Drew Allis Co., Newton
Directory, Containing a General Directory of the Citizens ...
Worcester: 1897. 8vo. Original printed boards with cloth spine.
Hinges poor. Internally very good. [3], 791, [3] pp., folding map.
Map has a mended tear. Lists, with notation of the village in the
town in which the resident lived, address and occupation for all
residents. Also includes listings of recently deceased people as
well as some who moved out, with a mention of where that person
moved to.
$250.00

34) (Directory - Mississippi River) Kimball & James, Business
Directory for the Mississippi Valley: 1844. Including ...
Pittsburgh .. Louisville, Wheeling, St. Louis, Portsmouth,

Memphis, Vicksburg, Cincinnati, ... New Orleans. Cincinnati:
1844. 8vo. Original ½ leather with marbled boards, excellent
condition. 546 pp., folding plate with a wonderful ad for a
Cincinnati saddlemaker. The first directory to cover the entire
Mississippi Valley, with ads for businesses in major cities all along
the river including New Orleans, Vicksburg, Natchez, Louisville,
St. Louis, and Memphis, all the way up to Pittsburgh. There are
also some ads for smaller towns. At the back are several very early
ads for Chicago businesses. Many illustrated ads. Includes ads for
two early Cincinnati daguerrotypists. Spear p. 196. Howes K140,
Am. Imp. 44-3578.
$1,500.00
35) (Directory - New York State) Hutchinson, Thomas,
Westchester County Directory for 1860-61. New York: 1860.
8vo. Modern light green buckram spine and rear board with
original printed front board. 49, 284, 78 pp. (Spear calls for 70
pages in the last section of ads.) Fine condition. Many ads printed
on colored paper. This is the first directory of Westchester County
just outside of New York City and possibly the first directory
dedicated totally to a suburban area of the United States, without
any emphasis on a particular town or city and with little attention
paid to the city around which the suburb grew. Spear p. 376 (4
locations, not including MWA), OCLC 70187864.
$1,750.00

Paso maintained much of the character of a frontier town. This
directory does not reflect the Wild West nature of the town, with
its numerous brothels (though we cannot be sure what businesses
are lurking behind the many listings for hotels and rooming
houses). It does list 60 saloons, however. Not in OCLC. $400.00
38) (Directory - Texas) Texas Directory Co., Texas Business
Directory for 1878-9, an Index to the Mercantile,
manufacturing and Professional Interests of the State.
Galveston: 1878. 8vo. Original printed boards, well worn, front
hinge gone, apparently lacking front endpaper. Front joint going,
lacks most of bottom 2 inches of spine. Small area lacking at
foreedge of title page, with loss of seven printed characters. 405,
110 pp. Directory listings, by occupation for the whole state, from
Texarkana to El Paso. The back 110 pages consists entirely of ads
for Texas merchants and professionals. No full-page ads, but many
of the ads are illustrated.
$1,000.00
39) (Directory – Washington D.C.) Gaither & Addison,
Washington Directory, and National Register, for 1846.
Washington: 1846. 8vo.Original cloth, disbound with spine nearly
gone and text block split, front board detached. Lacks title page,
signature on first text leaf torn out. x, 104, [44], 76 pp. In spite of
the lack of the title page, this is an otherwise complete copy of a
very rare relatively early directory of Washington D.C. Printed by
John T. Towers. The forty four pages between sections of the book
are all ads for Washington businesses, mostly printed on colored
paper. Spear, p.372-373 lists only 5 earlier Washington directories.
Bryan (Bibliography of the District of Columbia) p.59, Spear p.
373, OCLC 9804474.
$425.00
40) (Directory - Washington D.C.) Boyd, William H., Boyd's
Directory of the District of Columbia, Together with a
Compendium of its Governments, Institutions and Trades, to
Which Is Added a Business Directory and a Congressional
Directory. Washington: 1885. 8vo. Original ¼ cloth with printed
boards. Generally very good condition. Spine intact but loose.
Hinges gone. Last leaf detached. 960, [2] pp. It does not appear
that a map was issued in this edition of the directory. The list of
names includes President Arthur, all cabinet officers and members
of Congress, and many Administration officials.
$375.00

36) (Directory - Southwest) McKenney Directory Company,
Southwestern Business Directory Including Principal Towns
on Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, ... March 1889.
Denver: 1889. 8vo. Original printed cloth with crude tape
replacing spine. 1340, [2] pp., many plates, including folding
maps, added outside of pagination. This is a huge, very extensive
business directory with many ads for the growing Southwest. Two
towns in Oklahoma have listings. One plate is in full color. Maps
are for the Santa Fe and the Kansas City, Ft. Scott and Memphis
Railroad. Areas included are Colorado, Wyoming, Arizona, and
New Mexico Territories, Kansas, Missouri, Louisiana and Texas.
OCLC 17855742 (4 locations).
$1,750.00
37) (Directory - Texas) Banner Advertising Co., El Paso
Business and Professional Directory 1915. El Paso: 1915. 8vo.
Original printed boards, worn and soiled. Internally quite good,
first five leaves are singed and chipped at top outside corner with
no meaningful loss of text. 72 pp. Unillustrated. At this time, El

41) (Directory - Washington D.C.) Hutchinson, Thomas,
Boyd's Washington and Georgetown Directory. Containing
also a Business Directory, Congressional and Department
Directory, and an Appendix of Much Useful Information.
Washington: 1862. 8vo. Modern library buckram. Contents tight.
[7-28], 264, [6] pp. Lacks 2 leaves of ads, as well as ads on and
inside original boards. Ex-library, Dept. of Commerce, with
withdrawal stamp from Library of Congress. Blind stamp on title
page. A fascinating Washington directory at the very beginning of
the Civil War. President Lincoln and Vice President Hamlin are
listed, as are all cabinet members (Stanton, Seward, Welles, Chase,
etc.) and department officials. Many top ranking military,
including McClellan, are also listed. Mathew Brady is listed.
Members of Congress are all present, including none from
Confederate states except for 2 senators and 2 representatives from
Virginia, 1 senator from Kentucky, and 1 senator (Andrew
Johnson) from Tennessee. Presumably, these individual elected
officials chose to stay in Washington in their previous positions
rather than go home to fight the war. A fascinating look at the
Federal government in the earliest days of the war, when
Washington was very near the front lines and very much in
jeopardy from Confederate offensives. Colored residents are
designated as such.
$550.00

42) (England) Hutchinson, William, History of Cumberland.
Carlisle: 1794. 2 volumes, 4to. First edition. Original ½ green
leather with plain boards. Untrimmed edges. Very good to
excellent condition, some light shelfwear and bumping to bottom
of spines. [4], 6 (list of subscribers), iv, 54, [4], 600; 682, *683*688, [683]-686. 3 leaves of tables (1 folding). 57 engraved maps,
plates & plans (incl. engraved title in each volume), 5 folding, 1
double-page, 1 hand-colored). 51 engravings in the text (1 with
another view tipped over). A very extensive history and description
of the northwestern corner of England. Upcott I 108.
$650.00

45) (Geography) Payne, John, Universal Geography. New
York: 1798-1800. 4 volumes, 8vo. Original full leather, lightly
worn, some maps frayed at edges. Maryland/Delaware map
supplied from another copy. Lacks Northwest Territory which is
listed in the table of contents, but Wheat & Brun indicates that this
has not been found in any copies. Lacks pp. 309-314 in volume 1,
with the Map of India which should be there. Overall a good to
very good copy of this early American geography, with maps of all
states at the time. The Georgia map includes what later became
Alabama and Mississippi.
$1,500.00

43) (France) Merian, Matthaeus, Topographia Galliae; Dat Ist
Een Algemeene En Naeukeurige Lant En PlaetsBeschrijvinghe Van Het Machtige Koninckrijk Vranckryck.
Amsterdam: 1660-63. 4 volumes, 4to. Later (early 19th century?)
½ calf with marbled boards and black morocco spine labels.
Bindings are generally intact and sound, though the tops of the
spines of volumes 2-4 are chipped and torn and there is general
light wear to all four volumes. Internally excellent, with scattered
evidence of water stains. This is the first Dutch language edition,
published shortly after Merian's death, of the most extensive
survey of the geography of France in the 17 th century. This set
includes engraved titles and 325 plates and maps, many folding or
double-page. The highlights include three different beautiful
folding panoramic views of Paris. There are also folding
panoramic views of La Charité, Dijon, Nevers, Tonnerre,
Bordeaux, and Rouen. This work was first published in German in
Frankfurt between 1655 and 1661. A great compendium of the
topographical state of France at the dawn of the rule, as an adult
without Mazarin, of Louis XIV.
$8,500.00
44) (French Revolution), Collection Complete Des Tableaux
Historiques De La Revolution Francaise. Composée de cent
douze numéros en 3 volumes. Paris: 1804. 3 volumes, folio.
Original ½ leather with marbled boards, spines dry and chipping.
Labels present but also chipping. Large paper copy. Internally fine.
3 frontispieces, Small library stamps on title pages. Ex-libris Le
Comte Louis Tascher de Lapagerie. 153 plates and 66 portraits, all
in excellent condition with wide margins. Most have tissue guards
intact. The text contains a history of the Revolution from 1791 to
the date of publication, including the rise of Napoleon. This work
also brings together in one work many of the founding documents
of 1791, 1793 and 1794. Ray 78; Cohen-de Ricci 969-71.$3,250.00

46) (Hunting) An Experienced Woodsman, The Hunter’s
Guide, and Trapper’s Companion. A Complete Guide in All
the Various Methods By Which to Capture All Kinds of Game,
Fur Animals, &c. Hinsdale, NH: 1868. 12mo. First edition.
Original printed wrappers, lightly chipped at spine, corners
bumped, front wrapper soiled. 53, [11] pp. A small compendium of
information for trappers, including equipment used and the various
types of animals which can be trapped for their pelts. No edition is
shown on the printed wrapper, leading to the conclusion that this is
the first. Subsequent editions are so noted on the wrapper. $225.00
47) (Illinois) Peck, J. M., Traveler's Directory for Illinois;
Containing Accurate Sketches of the State ... New York: 1839.
16mo. Original cloth, very good condition. 220 pp., large folding
map. Map has light wear at edge where it extending beyond text
block. The title page shows a date of 1839, though the front cover
is stamped 1840 and there is an 1840 date printed on page 219. A
scarce issue of Peck's guide to Illinois (Buck 341: 'Embodies much
of the same material as his Gazeteer of Illinois') which was first
issued in 1831. This work includes an early state of the cornerstone
Peck and Messenger Sectional Map of Illinois, the first detailed
sectional map of the state, which had previously only been
published in Cincinnati in 1835. This issue of the guide is the only
one with this title. OCLC 16101891 locates 8 copies, with one
other copy shown under a different listing. The most recent copy
for which a dealer or auction offering was found was in 1959.
Graff 3237, Howes P172, Sabin 59486.
$1,500.00
48) (India) Baldaeus, Philip, Naauwkeurige Beschryvinge van
Malabar en Choromandel, der Zelver Aangrenzende Ryken,
En Het Machtige Eyland Ceylon ... Amsterdam: 1672. Small
folio. Disbound, later plain boards, overall fair to poor condition.
29 (of 34) plates, 2 portraits, engraved allegorical title page
(detached). Lacks one leaf (pp. 119-120 in part 2). Appears to lack
11 page index at rear. First edition. The book is divided into three
sections. The first section deals with coastal India; the second with
Ceylon; the third discusses Indian religion. Much of part two
describes Portuguese conquests in Ceylon. Tiele 70; Cat. NHSM 1,
p.240; Landwehr, VOC, 556; Goonetileke 1912.
$1,250.00
49) (Iowa) Andreas, A. T., Illustrated Historical Atlas of the
State of Iowa. Chicago: 1875. Folio. ½ leather, spine torn at top

and bottom with large chips out, boards detached. Internally very
fine. 590 pp., last several leaves detached and creased. A
wonderful atlas with 139 maps. This copy includes views of
houses and buildings of the 6th Congressional District in the south
central part of the state. Andreas’s Atlas of Iowa is a landmark of
19th century American cartography, with its huge array of woodcut
views of houses and businesses. Andreas issued variants of the
atlas for each of Iowa’s nine congressional district to better sell
books by feeding local interest. Phillips (Atlas) 1639.
$1,500.00

50) (Japan) Kaempfer, Engelbert, Beschryving van Japan.
Amsterdam: 1729. Small folio. Original full leather, poor. An
incomplete copy of the first edition of this classic work on Japan,
sold only as a collection of plates and maps. Lacks title page and
first 13 pages of text. Engraved title, 14-50, 500 pp. 20 plates
(most double-page), 9 maps, including Scheuchzer’s Beschryving
van de Stad Jedo … the first western map of Tokyo. A more
complete listing of plates and maps available on request. $2,350.00
51) (Kentucky) Lake, D. J., & Co., An Atlas of Nelson &
Spencer Cos., Kentucky, from Actual Surveys under the
Direction of B. N. Griffing. Philadelphia: 1882. Folio. Original
cloth, bumped and scuffed, with crude repaired spine. Front hinge
gone, three paper tape repairs to title page. Title page chipped and
worn at edges, other light wear at extremities but generally good
condition. 68, [12] pp., including 29 hand-colored maps. Land
owners identified. Nelson and Spencer Counties are in the north
central portion of the state, just southeast of Louisville. This is
among a wave of 10 Kentucky county atlases published by Lake
between 1880 and 1884. These were, along with a small handful of
atlases published by other publishers around the same time and
with one exception, the only atlases of Kentucky counties issued
for over 60 years afterwards. LeGear L1487.
$950.00
52) (Laws - Georgia) Clayton, Augustin Smith, Compilation of
the Laws of the State of Georgia, Passed by the Legislature
Since the Political Year 1800 to the Year 1810 ... Augusta, GA:
1812. 4to. Original full leather, rubbed, front board warped and
loose, extremities chipped and worn. Internally very good, with
corners bumped, moderate foxing and other wear typical of books
from this period. 708, [20] pp. DeRenne 346-347 contains an
extensive history of the printing of this book. Many laws here are
signed in type by David Emanuel as President of the Senate.
Emanuel had earlier served briefly as Governor of Georgia in
1801, which had made him the first Jewish Governor of any state.
The Laws, arrange by session and numbered, contain many

noteworthy provisions, including: procedures for manumissions,
regulation of Free Negroes and slaces, Georgia’s boundary
settlement, the Yazoo Land Claims, and the Creek Indians.
Resolutions in cluding President Jefferson’s proclamation ratifying
the treaty with the Creeks.
$1,250.00
53) (Laws - Vermont) Vermont State Legislature, Laws of the
State of Vermont; Revised and Passed by the Legislature ... in
1797. Rutland: 1798. 8vo. Original full polished calf with morocco
spine label. 621, [1], 158, 122, 12, [7] pp. This is an early Vermont
law book containing the state constitution, U. S. Constitution and
Declaration of Independence. Among the laws are those related to
town meetings. The town meetings, which continue to be held
every year, are conducted now according to essentially the same
rules as were laid out here. It also contains the laws granting rights
to companies to operate locks, toll bridges, turnpikes, etc., being
among the few eighteenth century American laws recognizing
corporations. Bound with: Acts and Laws Passed by the
Legislature of the State of Vermont. Windsor: 1801. Evans
34925.
$500.00
54) (Louisiana) Cowdon, John, Capt., The Outlet System; Its
Effect on the Commercial and Agricultural Industries and
Samitary Conditions of New Orleans and the Mississippi
Valley. New Orleans: 1881. 8vo. Printed wrappers, chipped and
stained at edges, large chip missing at bottom corner of front
wrapper with no loss of printed surface, quite fragile. 17 pp.,
folding map of the lower Mississippi River. The map has been
mended extensively along the horizontal center fold and has splits
and minor loss along that fold. This work, and several others by
Cowdon, was critical of a “levees-only” approach to flood control
on the Mississippi River as was espoused by the Mississippi River
Improvement Commission. The uncolored map shows the entire
river system in Louisiana south of Alexandria and purports to show
how creating outlets for excess wat at the southern end of the river
could control water levels more effectively and less expensively
than levees. OCLC 4568149.
$475.00
55) (Louisiana) Griswold, A. B., & Co., New Orleans Guide
Book. New Orleans: 1873. 12mo. Original cloth, soiled and worn.
62 pp., with no map, as issued. Unillustrated. A fine little guide to
Reconstruction-era New Orleans. Many buildings and sites are
described, as are a number of the hotels in the city. Griswold was
an agent for the Gorham Silver Company, about which there is an
extensive description.In spite of the worn binding, the contents are
in excellent condition.
$375.00

56) (Maryland) Martenet, S.J., Walling, H.F, & Gray,O.W, New
Topographical Atlas of State of Maryland & District of
Columbia … Baltimore: 1873. Small folio. Original ½ leather,

very good condition with light wear and scuffing. Internally fine.
30 maps, 12 double-page, all with full color. Most of the maps
show more than one county. There are maps of the larger cities and
towns as well, including a fine double-page map of
WashingtonD.C and the surrounding areas in Maryland. Also
included in this volume are Gray's maps of the United States, with
most states shown in groups. There is no separate title page, but
these are the same maps from Walling and Gray’s Atlas of the
United States. LeGear L1524, Rumsey 2239.
$1,500.00
57) (Massachusetts) Beers, F. W., Atlas of Bristol County,
Massachusetts. New York: 1871. Small folio. Original ¼ leather
with printed cloth, boards detached. Cloth on rear is torn and
detached. 50 pp., with 32 fully colored maps. Very good internally,
folding map of Westport split and soiled along one fold, large map
of New Bedford has a tear in from the binding, one other folding
map has a panel detached but present. Land owners identified.
Includes New Bedford and Fall River. LeGear L1566.
$725.00
58) (Massachusetts) Hayward & Howard, Atlas of the City of
Brockton, Mass.. Brockton: 1898. Small folio. Library cloth
binding. Quite loose and well worn. Lower part of title page
missing. 24 double-page maps. Index page has long horizontal tear.
Full color by block, landowners identified. LeGear L1647. $450.00

typical of Andreas' work and very similar in appearance to his atlas
of Iowa. Among the views is one of the residence of Dr. W. W.
Mayo (see DAB), the founder of the precursor to the Mayo Clinic,
which was formalized and expanded by his sons. There is also a
portrait of Mayo. Le Gear L1901.
$1,350.00
63) (Minnesota) Hopkins, G. M., Atlas of the Environs of St.
Paul, Including the Whole of Ramsey County, Minnesota.
Philadelphia: 1886. Folio. Original ½ leather, boards detached,
backstrip deteriorated. 24 double-page maps, including the index
map, not back by linen. Internally fine. Some land owners
identified, particularly outside of the urbanized areas. This was the
first atlas of many of the areas shown in Ramsey and Dakota
Counties. Hopkins produced the first atlas of St. Paul alone two
years earlier. LeGear L2044, OCLC 6996790.
$975.00
64) (Missouri) Brink, W. R., & Co., Illustrated Atlas Map of St.
Charles County, MO.. Edwardsville, IL?: 1875. Folio. Original ½
leather with printed cloth. Very good condition, with moderate
shelfwear. 75 pp., including 21 fully hand-colored maps of this
county just north of St. Louis on the Missouri and Mississippi
Rivers. Land owners identified. LeGear II L5333, Printed Maps of
the Midwest 9-1500, OCLC 8292058.
$950.00

59) (Massachusetts) Sanborn Map Co., Atlas of Newton,
Massachusetts. New York: 1898. Folio. Original ¼ leather with
title printed on front board. Spine perished. Waterstain and soiling
to boards, internally excellent. 33 maps plus index sheet. Maps are
fully colored by construction material. While Sanborn atlases in
general are scarce, finding examples for suburban areas of major
cities is quite difficult.
$875.00
60) (Mexico) , Proposed Railroad between Mazatlan and
Tepic, Mexico. San Francisco: 1884. 8vo. Pamphlet with original
front wrapper, detached and chipped, lacking back wrapper. 22 pp.,
folding map entitled "Map Showing Proposed Railway between
Mazatland & Tepic via Navarrete by Alfred Poett, C.E., 1883."
The map shows the area on the west coast of Mexico from San
Blas to Mazatlan. Title page also detached. The text contains a
copy of the contract between the president and the company for the
construction of the railroad as well as some of the details of the
finances. OCLC 25133453 locates only one microform copy. No
original examples are listed.
$650.00
61) (Mexico) Mata, Filomeno, ed., Anuario Universal.
Almanaque Estadistico, Administrativo y Comercial para
1880. Mexico City: 1880. 12mo. Original gilt-stamped cloth, title
worn. Bottom corner at spine chewed, with no loss of any printed
surface. XLII, 408, [34] pp, folding map of Mexico City as
frontispiece. Text block split between pp. II and III, both sections
still firmly attached to spine. Light water stain on title page. This is
a small business directory of Mexico City with very extensive
statistical and administrative information for Mexico and Mexico
City. There are listing of buildings, descriptions of the provinces of
Mexico and the countries of the world. Not in OCLC.
$425.00
62) (Minnesota) Andreas, A. T., Illustrated Historical Atlas of
the State of Minnesota. Chicago: 1874. Folio. ½ leather, worn,
cloth soiled, hinges and joints weak. Internally fair to good,front
endpaper detached, title page torn with loss of border at lower
right. Lacks two leaves of the index. Last 3 leaves of directory at
back are seriously creased. Most of the contents have light soiling
and staining but are generally good. Three maps have short tears
into the map surface. This issue does not have the three bird's-eye
views which were included in a very limited number of copies.
270, 325-348, 365-394 pp, 76 hand-colored maps, hundreds of
woodcut illustrations and portraits. This is a very attractive atlas

65) (Music) Bickham, George, Musical Entertainer. London:
1737. 8vo. Contemporary full paneled calf, worn and rubbed
particularly the front board, with later morocco spine label. Boards
detached. 2 volumes in 1, lacks title page to volume 2, likely
removed when the two volumes were combined as one, and the
subscribers list, not bound into all copies. Contains 200 beautifully
engraved illustrated plates which contain the musical selections.
Internally very good, with very mild staining to the bottom of the
first several leaves and very scattered soiling. Includes several
works by Handel and Purcell. This is among the most beautifully
executed music books of the 18th century.
$4,500.00
66) (Napoleon) Some Account of the History and Character of
Buonaparte: Shewing that He is Degraded by Every Vice …
London: 1814. 8vo. Modern ¼ buckram with plain boards. Fine
condition. 147, [1] pp. A highly unsympathetic view of Napoleon,
before Waterloo. OCLC 30702635
$350.00
67) (Napoleon) Labaume, Eugene, A Circumstantial Narrative of the Campaign in Russia Embellished with Plans of the
Battles of the Moskwa and Malo-Jaroslavitz Interspersed with
Faithful Descriptions of those Affecting and Interesting Scenes,
of Which the Author Was an Eye-Witness. London: 1815. 8vo.

Original full leather with morocco spine label, lower half of
backstrip gone, front board detached. Internally, a clean tight copy.
xii, 408 pp., 2 uncolored folding maps. First English edition of a
definitive account of this ill-fated campaign by Napoleon. $225.00

well worn, with plain cloth. The binding is somewhat worn and
rubbed, contents are excellent. 40 double-page maps plus title
sheet with street index. Bright full color by building material,
standard for Sanborn atlases. No paste-down update slips. $600.00

68) (Napoleon) Vernet, Claude, Tableaux Historiques des
Campaignes d'Italie Depuis l'an IV Jusqu'a la Bataille de
Marengo. Paris: 1806. Folio. Original paper over boards, spine
gone. Text intact, but with only 18 (of 24?) full page plates by
Vernet, double-page map, and text leaves with an engraved scene
of Napoleon on horseback and double portrait of Napoleon and
Josephine. One plate has been partially colored. Also includes
histories of the campaigns in Egypt and Germany.
$1,500.00

72) (New Jersey) Hopkins, G. M., Atlas of Hudson County,
New Jersey. Philadelphia: 1919-23. 2 volumes, Large folio.
Original printed cloth. The binding of volume 1 is well worn, title
page torn, key map lacking a bottom corner. Otherwise the maps
are linen-backed and in good condition with index tabs generally
intact. Volume 2 is in a lighter cloth and is in better condition. The
maps are crisp and clean. 40 fully colored double-page maps in
volume 1; 35 in volume 2. Volume 1 covers Jersey City. Volume 2
has Hoboken, Kearney and East Newark. LeGear L2333. $1,350.00

69) (Napoleon) Waldie, Jane, Narrative of a Residence in
Belgium During the Campaign of 1815. London: 1817. 8vo.
Original plain boards with barest remnants of original paper label,
top of spine chipped. 351 pp. Untrimmed edges. A contemporary
account of activities of the British army surrounding the Battle of
Waterloo by a British woman who was in Brussels during the
battle. OCLC 4905391.
$350.00

73) (New Mexico) Hening, H. B., Ho! To the Land of
Sunshine: A Guide to New Mexico for the Homeseeker: Public
Lands and the Laws and Regulations Under Which They May
Be Obtained. Albuquerque: 1909. Tall 8vo. 10th edition. Original
brown printed wrappers, detached and chipped at bottom corners,
otherwise excellent. 52, [2] pp., folding map. A guide for potential
immigrants to New Mexico with much information in the text. The
uncolored map is a reduced version of the Post Route Map of the
Territory of New Mexico, published by the Post Office
Department and updated to June, 1909. The verso of the map
contains text and a colored map detailing precipitation in the
territory. OCLC 27957694.
$275.00
74) (New York State) Beers, Ellis & Co., Atlas of Columbia
County, New York. New York: 1888. Small folio. Original 1/4
leather, spine nearly gone, boards detached. 125 pp., including 33
fully hand-colored maps. Generally very good internally, but the
maps of New York State and Town of Ghent are split along
vertical folds, with some loss. First few leaves are detached. The
map of the United States is frayed at the sides, with no loss of
printed surface. This was the second atlas of Columbia County,
just below Albany, but considerably rarer than the first atlas which
had been published in 1873. Land owners identified. LeGear
L2438
$850.00

70) (Nautical) Sturmy, Samuel, Mariners Magazine; or
Sturmy's Mathematical and Practical Arts, Containing the
Description and Use of the Scale of Scales, it Being a
Mathematical Ruler that Resolves Most Mathematical
Conclusions ... London: 1669. 4to. 19th century ½ leather with
marbled boards. 7 (of 12?) plates, 5 folding, extra engraved title
page. Text complete. [32], 219, [6], 132, [4], 52, [24], [24], [4], 12,
[2], 13 pp. First edition of one of the classic early works on
navigation, trigonometry, and sailing. Tables of logarithms at back.
Also includes a section on fortifications.It is difficult to determine
the correct collation of this workwith regard to the number of
plates which were originally included. It is quite possible that
copies were issued with different numbers of plates. Included are
A Summary of Such Penalties and Forfeitures as Are Limited
and Appointed by Several Acts of Parliament Relating to the
Customs & Navigation … London: Cotes, 1669, and Staynred,
Philip, A Compendium of Fortification, Both Geometrically
and Instrumentally, … London: Cotes, 1669. Both works, and a
table of logarithms, are included in the table of contents. $1,750.00
71) (New Hampshire) Sanborn Map Co., Insurance Maps of
Concord, Including East Concord, Penacook, The Plains and
West Concord, New Hampshire. New York: 1928. Small folio.
Fire insurance atlas in very good condition. Original ½ leather,

75) (Numismatic) Heath, Laban, Heath's Greatly Improved
and Enlarged Infallibale Government Counterfeit Detector, at
Sight - Banking and Counting Room Edition. Boston: 1873.
8vo. Original light brown cloth with title elaborately gilt-stamped
on the front, very good condition with moderate wear and rubbing
to binding. 41 pp., 12 uncolored engraved plates. Light scattered
foxing. The introduction states that this is the fourth revised
edition, though this designation does not appear on the title page.
The date is from the copyright notice on the verso of the title page.
This is an attractive copy of the large format edition of Heath’s
Counterfeit Detector, which is considerably scarcer than the
smaller version.
$600.00
76) (Numismatic) Peyton, George, How to Detect Counterfeit
Bank Notes: or, an Illustrated Treatise on the Detection of
Counterfeit, Altered, and Spurious Bank Notes ... New York:
1856. 12mo. 1st editon. Original full cloth, excellent condition,
light fading of boards. 45, [4] pp., 4 plates. Published by Rawdon,
Wright. This copy includes a 4-page tipped-in essay describing A.
Thompson's "System of Detecting All Kinds of Counterfeit,
Spurious, Altered and Photograph Bank Notes." This is an
early counterfeit detector designed for general use during this era
when banks all issued their own paper currency. Unlike the
periodicals which were common during this era which were
targeted to businesses and financial concerns, this book was for the
public’s use in determining the propriety of bank notes.
$650.00

77) (Ohio) Andreas & Baskin, Illustrated Historical Atlas of
Lucas and Part of Wood Counties Ohio. Chicago: 1875. Folio.
Later unprinted full black cloth. Some small tears and foreedge
chipping, light stain on three leaves, otherwise excellent. 113 pp.,
34 hand-colored maps and many pages of woodcut illustrations.
Land owners identified. Numerous maps of Toledo. Spread
throughout are woodcut views of buildings and farms, including
many of scenes along waterways, with sidewheel steamboats.
LeGear II L5926.
$750.00
78) (Ohio) Caldwell, J. A. & Gould, H. T., Caldwell's Atlas of
Franklin Co. and of the City of Columbus, Ohio from Actual
Surveys. Columbus: 1872. Folio. Later cloth with cut title from
original binding pasted down on front cover. 96 pp., including 37
colored maps. Internally excellent. Land owners identified. Maps
include 4 folding maps of Columbus (one torn with loss in
unprinted area). At the back are eight pages of views of buildings
and farms. LeGear L2796.
$1,150.00
79) (Ohio) Lake, D. J., Atlas of Lake and Geauga Counties,
Ohio. Philadelphia: 1874. Folio. Original cloth with leather
backstrip, light wear, generally excellent condition. 95 pp.,
including 34 hand colored maps, folding. 4 pages with multiple
views. Land owners identified. LeGear L2819.
$850.00
80) (Ohio) Ohio General Assembly, Report of the Canal
Commissioners, to the General Assembly of Ohio. Columbus,
OH: 1825. 8vo. Disbound and removed from larger volume. Scarce
early pamphlet which discusses the routes of two different
proposed canals: the Muskingum and Scioto Route and the
Maumee and Miami Route and other early waterways. Top of title
page torn, with early signature removed. While significant both as
an early Ohio and canal item, it is probably most important for its
place in the history of the city of Cleveland. This report details the
determination of the canal commissioners that the Ohio Canal
should have a terminus on Lake Erie at Cleveland, which at that
time was a 10-year old village with a population of approximately
800. Am. Imp. 21731 (7 loc.), OCLC 6285015 (6 loc.)
$425.00

atlases of western Pennsylvania published in the late 1870’s, all
printed by Otto Krebs of Pittsburgh, which featured hand-colored
illustrations. LeGear L3008
$2,000.00
82) (Pennsylvania) Caldwell, Joseph A., Caldwell's Illustrated,
Historical Centennial Atlas of Greene Cty., PA. Condit, OH:
1876. Folio. Original cloth with modern leather spine and tips.
Internally excellent. 154 pp., including 31 fully colored maps and
many pages of woodcut views. Title page repaired, contents leaf
reinforced, otherwise very good. Land owners identified. This is
one of only four Pennsyvlania county atlases (Clarion, Beaver and
Warren are the others) which had the woodcut views hand-colored.
There is also a large folded map of the Town of Waynesboro laid
in. This map is split along two folds but is not listed on the table of
contents. This and the Beaver County atlas are somewhat scarcer
than the other two. LeGear II L6172.
$2,500.00
83) (Pennsylvania) Franklin, Benjamin, Historical Review of
the Constitution and Government of Pensylvania from Its
Origin; So Far as Regards the Several Points of Controversy,
which have, from Time to Time, arisen.... Philadelphia: 1812.
8vo. Original plain boards, spine gone and crudely covered. Front
board detached. Untrimmed edges, signatures mostly unopened.
Contents very fresh and clean. [20], 444 pp. First American
edition. The present edition specifically credits Franklin as the
author on the title page, even though the first edition of 1759 is
more often attributed to Richard Jackson, Franklin's agent in
London. (Howes). Sabin 25512; Howes P204; Ford 253. $425.00
84) (Pennsylvania) [Jackson, Richard], Historical Review of
the Constitution and Government of Pensylvania from Its
Origin; So Far as Regards the Several Points of Controversy,
which have, from Time to Time, arisen.... London: 1759. 8vo.
Original leather, poor, spine gone, boards detached. Internally very
good. viii, [18], 444 pp. First edition. The present edition is
attributed to Benjamin Franklin "who must have had a hand in it"
(Howes). Sabin 25512; Howes P204; Ford 253.
$475.00
85) (Philadelphia) Baist, G. William, Baist's Property Atlas of
the City & County of Philadelphia, Pa. Complete in One
Volume. Philadelphia: 1895. Folio. Original ½ leather, worn but still
intact. Internally very good, index map creased. 52 double-page
colored maps, unbacked. All buildings are shown and identified by
building material. Some land owners. A fine, scarce atlas of the city
of Philadelphia, in one volume. LeGear II L 6191.
$850.00
86) (Railroad) Board of Civil Engineers, Proceedings and
Report of the Board of Civil Engineers ... to Consider the
Subject of the Construction of a Rail and Highway Bridge
Across the Mississippi River at St. Louis. St. Louis: 1867. 8vo.
Original wrappers, excellent condition. This copy belonged to, and
was signed by, James A. Garfield while the future president was a
member of Congress. 100 pp., 3 folding tables. An early post-war
consideration of bridging the Mississippi at St. Louis, with folding
tables to exihibit the engineering.
$1,500.00

81) (Pennsylvania) Caldwell, C. E., Atlas of Beaver County,
Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: 1876. Folio. Fair to good condition.
Original boards, detached, with tape residue. Title page frayed at
edges and detached. Contents generally very good to excellent. A
most unusual county atlas, with all illustrations hand-colored. This
is one of the four (Clarion, Greene, Warren & Beaver) county

87) (Railroad) Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway,
Something Worth Having and Keeping - A Tale of 9 Cities.
Chicago: 1885. 16mo. Bright colorful printed wrappers, excellent
condition, Each of the left-hand pages has a small map of a
western city, with descriptive text on the right. The cities covered
are: Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Council Bluffs,
Omaha, Denver, San Francisco, and Portland. The maps are by
Poole Brothers of Chicago. A wonderful little guide to the cities
along the rail lines of the American West. This was reissued the
following year with the title "A Tale of 10 Cities", with a map of
Kansas City added. OCLC 54277324 (2 loc.)
$825.00

88) (Railroad) Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway,
Something Worth Having and Keeping - A Tale of 10 Cities.
Chicago: 1886. 16mo. Bright colorful printed wrappers, excellent
condition, small adheision damage to one map. Each of the lefthand pages has a small map of a western city, with descriptive text
on the right. The cities covered are: Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul,
Minneapolis, Council Bluffs, Omaha, Kansas City, Denver, San
Francisco, and Portland. The maps are by Poole Brothers of
Chicago. A wonderful little guide to the cities booming along the
rail lines of the American West. First issued the previous year
under the title "A Tale of 9 Cities" the map of Kansas City was
added for this issue. Some of the maps and text entries were
amended between the two issues. OCLC 62296508 (1 loc.) $825.00
89) (Railroad) Ghega, Carl Ritter von, Atlas von 19
Zeichnungs Tafeln zur Darstellung der Baltimore-Ohio
Eisenbahn. Vienna: 1844. Oblong folio. Original plain wrappers
with paper label. Very good to excellent condition, with vertical
crease at center, two small holes in back wrapper. Contains 19
uncolored plates, 5 folding, on the Baltimore and Ohio RR. The
plates include detailed views of locomotives, bridges and viaducts,
and track with one double page elevation and map of the route.
One plate has a plan of Baltimore. This was the atlas to accompany
Die Baltimore-Ohio Eisenbahn über das Alleghany-Gebirg, an
important early work on the Baltimore & Ohio.
$1,500.00
90) (Railroad) Johnson, Edwin F., New-York and Boston
Railroad Company. Report of Edwin F. Johnson, C. E. to the
Central Committee. August, 1847. Middletown: 1847. 8vo.
Original printed wrappers, excellent condition. 64 pp., 2 folding
maps, small separations at fold junctions of one map. The larger
map is by S. Augustus Mitchell, of Connecticut, Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, with existing railroads highlighted. This map is an
early example of a lithographed, rather than engraved, map by
Mitchell. It has full color by county. The other map, uncolored and
lithographed by Sarony and Major of New York, shows the
location of a proposed bridge for the New York and Boston
Railroad across the Connecticut River at Middletown. This map
identifies a relatively new Wesleyan University. The last pages
contains the Articles of Incorporation of the company.
$725.00
91) (Railroad) Kansas Pacific Railway, The Union Pacific
Railway Eastern Division or (Kansas Pacific Railway)
Importance of Its Route to All Sections of the Country..
Washington: 1868. 8vo. Original wrappers, excellent condition. 50
pp., uncolored folding map. The map shows from Indiana and
Alabama to the Pacific highlighting the under-construction
Transcontinental railroad as well as a speculated southern route
through Arizona and New Mexico. Wheat (Transmississippi) 1186
devotes almost two pages to this small map as well as the Kansas
Pacific's plans for expanding to the Pacific. One copy has appeared
at auction in the past 35 years, selling for $2070 at the Babinski
Sale at Swann Galleries in 2005.
$1,750.00

92) (Railroad) Rand, McNally & Co.,Western Railway Guide.
The Travelers' Hand Book to All Western Railway and
Steamboat Lines - July, 1871. Chicago: 1871. 8vo. Original
printed wrappers, worn at extremities with small tear at top of
spine. Light soiling to wrappers. 286 pp. Rand McNally & Co. was
established in 1868 as a job printing company at the printing office
of the Chicago Tribune printing railroad tickets, stationery etc..
This July, 1871 guide was Rand McNally's very first separate
publication of any sort. Conzen, p. 64 "Publication in July 1871 of
the first issue of The Western Railway Guide ... served as a
springboard eighteen months later for Rand, McNally's first maps."
OCLC 10804559 shows The Railway Guide as a periodical, but
shows the first issue as being August, 1871, suggesting strongly
that there are no institutional holdings of this July issue. The text
contains information, including train times, for most of the
railroads in the United States. The first text page contains a note
which also indicates that this is the first issue of this guide. The
note talks about Rand McNally's other publications and its plans.
Those plans were upset two months later by the Chicago Fire. A
very important, and quite possibly unique, piece in the history of
Rand McNally and of American cartography.
$8,500.00
93) (Railroad) St. Louis and Iron Mountain Railroad Company,
Second Annual Report of the Board of Directors of the St.
Louis and Iron Mountain Railroad Company. St. Louis: 1854.
8vo. Original blue wrappers, back wrapper reattached. Ex-library,
stamped on title page and one map. Modern ¼ blue leather
slipcase. 3 maps and charts, repaired, by Julius Hutawa. One large
(132x76 cm) map of eastern Missouri titled Map Showing the
Route Adopted for the St Louis & Iron Mountain RR from St.
Louis to Pilot Knob. Also, a Skeleton Map Showing the St.
Louis & Iron Mtn. RR (Mid-West 9-1577), and a large map/chart
General Map Showing the 'overflowed region' of South East
Missouri. A very rare early Missouri railroad item, printed in St.
Louis. Hutawa was a local printer and mapmaker whose maps are
extremely hard to find. OCLC 251863444 (2 loc.)
$3,250.00
94) (Rhode Island) Nelson, Thomas, Co., View of Newport, R.
I. and the Neighbourhood. London: c.1870. 12mo. Beautiful little
group of 11 bright plates in printed color (1 double-page), with 16
pp. text. With original slipcase of light blue paper with title and
ploral design borders in gilt and dark blue. Slipcase has some
damage to the bottom edge. This is a very attractive set of small
(7x5 inches) views of buildings and scenes in Newport, just as

Newport's Golden Age was beginning. Most unusual and quite
rare. OCLC 35861323 and 147340983 (5 loc. total).
$1,150.00
95) (Rhode Island) Ocean View Hotel, Ocean View Hotel,
Block Island, R. I. - A Favorite Home on the Ocean. Boston: c.
1881. 8vo. Folding promotional brochure for this Block Island
resort hotel, printed on green paper. Includes a double-page map,
half of which shows the entire island, the other half showing the
vicinity of the Ocean View Hotel along the southeastern coast of
the island. The verso of the piece, when unfolded, consists of a
double-page view over the ocean at the top with three columns of
text at the bottom. A rare piece of Block Island ephemera. $325.00
96) (Sculpture) Adam, Lambert-Sigisbert, Recueil de
Sculptures Antiques Greques et Romaines. Paris: 1754. 4to.
Later ¼ leather with plain boards, fine condition, front hinge weak.
60 illustrations on 38 pages. Plates are fine engravings of the
Classial statues restored by Adam which he hoped to sell. $850.00
97) (South America) Frezier, Amedee Francois, A Voyage to
the South-Sea and along the Coasts of Chili and Peru, in the
Years 1712, 1713, and 1714; Particularly Describing The
Genius & Constitution of the Inhabitants, as well as Indians,
their Customs & Manners, their Natural History, Mines,
Traffick. London: 1717. 4to. First edition in English, best edition.
4to. [xii], [i, directions for binder], 335, [ix, index] pp, 37 engraved
plates, maps & charts (18 folding) by J. B. Scotin, N. Guerard &
others after Frezier, complete. Late full leather, spine labels
missing. Moderate stain at top through much of book, affecting
many plates. Frezier surveyed the Le Maire Strait and the west
coast of Tierra de Fuego. He was responsible for the most accurate
description of South America to this date, including Chile and
Peru. Cox II, 267: “One of the most valuable of our early records
of the Falkland Islands, and to Frezier we are indebted for the
clearest contemporary account of the navigation of the French
seamen there.” Hill 115: “Frezier brought back information of
considerable geographical and scientific value. Much data is
included about the native inhabitants This first English translation
contains the same engravings as the French original but is
preferable to the latter because it contains Halley's postscript,
which corrects certain geographical errors made by Frezier The
frontispiece map, showing the route, was created for the English
edition.” Borba de Moraes I 329: “This English edition is much
sought after because of Halley's postscript.” The plates include
many of natives, with scenes depicting a sea-kayak and golf, along
with other relating to natural history. Sabin 25936.
$4,250.00
98) (South Carolina) Mills, Robert, Atlas of South Carolina.
Baltimore: Fielding Lucas, 1825. (Imprint from title map – the
district maps bear engraving credits from H. S. Tanner of
Philadelphia.) First edition. Small folio. 29 maps, comprising a
map of the state and 28 maps of districts, many folding. Repairs
and light restoration to large folding maps of Beaufort, Colleton,
and Charleston Districts. The district maps all identify major land
owners and topographic features. A number of the district maps
have undated manuscript notations locating rail lines through the
state, likely in the 19th century hand of a member of the Abney
family. This is a very good, recently restored copy of one of the

most important 19th century American atlases. In his landmark
work on 19th century American cartography, American Maps and
Mapmakers, Walter Ristow describes the Mills Atlas of South
Carolina as “A significant first in American cartography.” He
devotes an entire chapter to this production, the only native atlas to
bear this distinction. This atlas preceded by four years the statesponsored atlases of Maine and New York, by Moses Greenleaf
and David Burr respectively. There would not be another state
atlas for 35 years and those would be commercial, not stateinstigated, publications. It is not known exactly how many copies
of the first edition of the Mills atlas were published, but it is
estimated to have been at least 500, that being the lowest number
at which expenses might have been substantially recovered. For a
variety of reasons, however, most prominently the devastation of
South Carolina by Sherman during the Civil War, the number of
surviving copies is far lower. The last recorded auction appearance
of a copy of the first edition was in 1965. This copy was owned for
many years by the Abney family, a prominent South Carolina
family, with an ownership signature of John Rutledge Abney,
Solicitor General of South Carolina from 1876-1880. $65,000.00
99) (Texas) English Translation of the 1831 Stephen F. Austin
and Samuel M. Williams Grant (Austin Colony), made for
Sterling C. Robertson in 1833. San Fernando de Bexar: 1833
11.5x8 inches. Introductory letter and English language translation
of the original grant (Contract of Colonization) by the Republic of
Mexico to Stephen F. Austin and Samuel M. Williams, authorizing
their creation of the Austin Colony in 1831. 5 page manuscript
letter, folded down with title on outer fold "Translation of the
Contract of Colonization with Austin & Williams, July 25th, 1831.
This contract is the center of the debate as to whether or not
Stephen F. Austin attempted to cheat Sterling Robertson out of the
Nashville Company Grant, by failing to pursue an extension of the
Nashville Company Grant and instead obtaining his own grant in
February 1831. The debate continues to this day, with the leading
Robertson Scholar, Dr. Malcom McLean, maintaining that
Robertson had settled sufficient families to preserve the Nashville
Grant, making Austin's grant invalid.
This appears to be the oldest surviving copy of the Austin &
Williams Grant and the only known contemporary English
translation. As noted in the Robertson Colony Papers (Volume 5),
the original Contract of Colonization disappeared from the
Mexican Archives in Saltillo sometime between 1940 (when Dr.
McLean initially did a long hand transcription and translation) and
1967 (when he attempted to inspect the original). MacLean noted

that the original is not part of Dr. Barker's Austin Papers, although
the University of Texas, Austin holds a photocopy of the original.
The present manuscript document includes a 1 page introductory
statement identifying Robertson's request for an English Language
translation of the Contact of Colonization granted to Austin &
Williams and a 4 page translation of the Contract of Colonization
originally signed by Manuel Ximenes, with the present signed by
Ximenes' Secretary, Jose Maria Balmaceda. This is a contemporary
copy of a critical document in Texas history.
$75,000.00
100) (Texas) Rock, James L. & Smith, W. I., Southern and
Western Texas Guide for 1878. St. Louis: 1878. 8vo. Original
cloth, title gilt stamped on front. Extremities lightly worn,
otherwise excellent condtion. Lacks map. 282, [3] pp., frontispiece
portrait. Extensive guide to Texas, with county by county and town
by town descriptions. Also describes all of the major railroads in
the state. Howes R389.
$275.00
101) (Virginia) Keith, Sir William, History of the British
Plantations in America, Part I [all published], Containing the
History of Virginia, with Remarks on the Trade and
Commerce of That Colony. London: 1738. 4to. Modern full calf
with red morocco spine label and raised bands. [8], 187 pp., 2
folding maps. Very minor blemishes in some margins and title
page. Generally excellent condition. The folding map of the
Western Hemisphere has a small split at one fold junction, no loss.
The folding map of Virginia is fine. The Western Hemisphere map
has a vignette of the cod fishery, reminiscent of the Moll North
America map which has a similar view. This map also has inset
views or plans of Port Royal, Boston, Georgia and the North Pole.
A tall (236 cm) copy. Howes B36 “Based largely on Beverley's
history”, though it does have considerable original text. Much of
the text is devoted to the trade and commerce of the colony.
Church 930, Clayton-Torrence 147, Winsor III, p. 165. $9,500.00
102) (Virginia) Lathrop, J. M. & Griffing, B. N., An Atlas of
Shenandoah and Page Counties, Virginia. Philadelphia: 1885.
Folio. Original ½ leather with cloth, joints and hinges slightly
weak, otherwise excellent. A rare atlas of two counties in the
Shenandoah Valley in northwestern Virginia. Shenandoah County
is on the border of the West Virginia panhandle. 60, [12] pp., with
21 hand-colored maps. Most of the maps are double-page and are
of the towns and magesterial districts in the two counties. Land
owners identified. This, with atlases of Frederick, Augusta and
Rockingham Counties, was the first wave of atlases for Virginia
counties in 1885. LeGear L3300.
$1,250.00
103) (Voyages and Travels) Anson, George, Voyage Round the
World, in the Years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV.. London: 1748.
4to. First edition. Large paper copy. Original full leather with giltstamped spine and red morocco spine label. Front board detached.
Complete, though the list of subscribers, not included in all copies,
is not present. [22], 417, [2] pp., 43 uncolored engraved plates,
maps and plans, all but one folding..Includes frontispiece map of
the Track of the Centurion, not included in all copies and not on
the list of plates. Ex-libris Austin Dobson, the noted British poet
and essayist of the late 19th century. Page 319 is incorrectly
designated as page 219, corrected in ink by an early owner.
Admiral Anson was best known for this voyage around the world.
The book was put together from from notes by Richard Walter
who was the chaplain on the ship Centurion on the expedition. The
work details Anson's circumnavigation which occured during the
War of Jenkins' Ear between Britain and Spain. The purpose of the
expedition was for Anson's fleet to intercept Spanish ships and

sieze their cargo from the New World. During the voyage, Anson
captured a Spanish galleon with a cargo worth 500,000 pounds.
Anson returned to England with only one of the eight ships with
which he started. Hill pp. 317-8; Sabin 1625, 101175. $7,500.00
104) (Voyages and Travels) Anson, George, Voyage Round the
World, in the Years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV.. London: 1748.
8vo. First edition. Original full leather with five raised bands and
red morocco spine label, scuffed, front board detached. [22], 417,
[2] pp., 42 uncolored engraved plates, maps and plans, all but one
folding. The frontispiece Chart Shewing the Track of the
Centurion around the World, not isssued in all copies, is not
present here. This is the standard paper issued of Anson’s Voyage,
described above. Hill pp. 317-8; Sabin 1625, 101175.
$4,250.00
105) (War of 1812) Latour, Major A[rsene]. Lacarriere, Atlas to
the Historical Memoir of the War in West Florida and
Louisiana. Philadelphia: 1816. 8vo. Mixed set. The text is in
original ½ leather, lacking spine label, with marbled boards.
Includes half-title and portrait of Jackson. The atlas is in modern
plain boards. Internally very good. 8 uncolored maps (7 folding)
depicting operations in Louisiana and Florida at the end of the War
of 1812. The largest map, "A General Map of the Seat of War in
Louisiana & West Florida" has light damage along the one fold
which was exposed on the foreedge. This is probably the best
contemporary account of the War of 1812 in the South and West,
describing in particular the campaign around the Battle of New
Orleans. Howes L127; Jones 780; Littell 621; Sabin 39214: “Major
Latour’s account of the military events is minute and interesting,
and the appendix contains an invaluable collection of state
papers.”; Streeter sale 1075.
$3,750.00
106) (Wyoming) Burlington Route, The Big Horn Basin,
Wyoming. Chicago: 1902. tall 8vo. Rare pamphlet promoting
settlement in northwestern Wyoming and southwestern Montana.
36 pp., folding map of the region at the back. Stiff wrappers,
excellent condition. The format of the brochure is unusual, with the
first 18 pages being standard single-width pages and the second 18
pages being double-width folded pages. Illustrated but uncolored,
the booklet has considerable information on the region and its
resources.
$525.00
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